Computer Monitors - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Computer Monitors in volume (Thousand Units) and value (US$ Million). The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2015 through 2022. Also, a six-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research. Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs.

The report profiles 40 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Acer, Inc.,
- AOC International
- Apple Inc.,
- ASUSTeK Computer Inc.,
- Chuntex Electronics Co. Ltd.,
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II. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. INDUSTRY OVERVIEW
- Computer Monitors: Becoming More Advanced, Competitive and Compelling for Long-term Survival
- Computer Monitor Technology over the Years
- Computer Monitors Continue to Witness Decline in Shipments
- Rapid Penetration of Handheld Devices: Fundamental Factor Causing Shipments Decline

Table 1: Global Personal Computer Shipments (Million Units): 2011-2015E (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 2: Global Market for Smartphones: Volume Sales in Million Units for 2011, 2013, 2015 & 2018 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 3: Global Smartphone Adoption Rate and Connections (2013-2020) (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 4: Smartphone Penetration Worldwide (as a Percentage of Total Population) for Major Countries: 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 5: Global Mobile Device Market by Type (2010-2020): Percentage Breakdown of Shipments for Phablets, Non-Phablet Smartphones, and Tablets (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 6: Global Market for Personal Computers (2012 & 2015) Percentage Breakdown of Annual Volume Shipments by Product Segment (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 7: Leading PC Monitor Companies Worldwide (2015E): Percentage Breakdown of Unit Shipments for Dell, HP, Lenovo, LG Electronics, Samsung and Others (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Strong Product Portfolio Catapults Dell to the Leadership Position

Competition: Noteworthy Trends

What Does it Take to Survive in the Marketplace?

Innovation is the Name of the Game

Distributors Play a Key Role in the Competitive War

Innovative Marketing Strategy: A Crucible for Sustenance

Changing Product Mix to Suit Consumer Requirements

Intense Competition: A Significant Barrier for New Entrants

Distribution Channels for Computer Monitors

3. MARKET TRENDS, ISSUES AND DRIVERS

Rising Demand for Feature-Rich and High-End PC Monitors Drive Growth in Value Sales

The 34" PC Monitor to Become the Norm for Next Generation Monitors

Monitors with 4K Resolution Witness Steady Penetration


The 2560x1440 Resolution Monitors Set to Replace 1920x1080 Resolution Monitors

Despite Cannibalization by Alternative Technologies, LCDs Monitors Continue to Sustain Demand

TFT-LCD Panels: The Dominant Technology in LCD Monitors

LCDs Bid Adieu to Legacy CCFL Backlighting, Embrace LEDs

LED Technology vs. CCFL Backlighting

Superior Attributes of LED Monitors Drive Replacement of LCD Monitors

Future LED Technologies with Potential Use in Monitors

WLED Monitors to Witness Higher Adoption among Organizations

OLED Monitors: A Potent Threat for LED Monitors?

Innovative and Advanced PC Monitors: Spearheading Value Growth in the Near Term

Curved-Screen Monitors Redefine Viewing Experience

Curved PC Monitors to Gain More Demand than Curved TV Displays

All-in-Ones with 34" Curved Displays to Rise in Number

Curved 4K Monitors: Technology of the Future

Creative Desktop: A Game Changer

Future PC Monitors to be Lower-Cost, Thinner Plastic Displays with Very High Resolutions

Research Focuses on LE-OFETs for Flexible Paper-Thin Screens

3M's Quantum Dot Film Facilitates Thinner & Sharper Displays

Innovations Transform Consumer Viewing Experience on PCs

uTouch to Convert LCD Monitors into Touchscreens

5K PC Monitors: A Revolution in Clarity and Image Quality

Touch PC Monitors: The World at Your Finger Tips

Screenless Displays to Replace Touchscreens

Vertical Orientation for Desktop Monitors: The Next Big Thing in PC Monitors?

Select Innovative & Technically Advanced PC Monitors: Company Name, Model Name, and Noteworthy Features

Select Innovative & Technically Advanced Gaming Monitors: Company Name, Model Name, and Noteworthy Features

Select Innovative & Technically Advanced PC Monitors with 4K Resolution: Company Name, Model Name, and Noteworthy Features

Other Novel PC Monitor Offerings from Leading Players

The Declining PC Monitors Market is Betting Big on Gaming Monitors

High Resolution & Higher Aspect Ratio Monitors for Gaming

4. DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES: A MACRO PERSPECTIVE

From CRT Display to LEDs to OLEDs: An Evolutionary Scan

Table 8: Number of LED Chips for Backlighting in Select Devices

LCD Color Displays: The Dominant Display Technology, for the Present

LCDs: Mode of Operation

LC Panel: Composition

LCD Monitors: Modes of Mounting

Desktop

VESA Mount

Rack Mount

Fixed

Stowable

Panel Mount

Open Frame
A Maturing LED Backlighting Market

Table 9: Global Market for LEDs (2010 & 2020): Percentage Share Breakdown of Market Value by Application
General Lighting, Automotive Lighting and Backlighting (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 10: Global LED Component Market (2012-2015)
Percentage Share Breakdown of Revenues by Application (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Next-gen Cars to Provide Growth Opportunities for Display Innovations

Microdisplays: Facilitating Major Display Developments in Virtual Reality

Paper-thin Displays (PTDs): Superior Attributes over LCD, LED and OLEDs to Drive Penetration

The Future Belongs to Paper-Thin Flexible Displays

Application of Flexible Display Based on the Display Size

Table 11: Global Flexible Displays Market (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales by Product (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 12: Global Next-Generation Displays Market (2014): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales by Product (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

DisplayPort: The Next Generation Display Interface Technology
VGA, DVI, HDMI and DisplayPorts: Evolution of Display Interface Technologies

DisplayPort Compared with Other Display Interface Technologies (DVI and HDMI)

5. PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Computer Monitors: A Prelude

Key Features of Computer Monitors

Refresh Rates
Response Time
Resolution
Panels
Connections

Advanced Features in Computer Monitors/Displays

Power Saving
Touch Screen
Integrated Accessories
Curved Designs
Glossy Screen
Directional Screen
3D

Tablet Screens

Primary Considerations while Selecting Computer Monitors

Classification Basis
Color Competence
Size of the Monitor
Resolution
Frequency
Signal Type
Technology

Types of Computer (PC) Monitors

CRT Monitors
LCD Monitors
CCFL backlit LCD monitors
LED-backlit LCD Monitors
Monochrome and Color LCD Monitors
Transmissive, Reflective and Transflective LCDs
Active and Passive Displays
Zero-Power Displays
OLED Monitors
Plasma Display

6. RECENT INDUSTRY ACTIVITY

Samsung Expand its Curved Monitor Line with CF591, CF391 and CF390 Monitors

Dell Expands Latitude Family of Monitors with New OLED Based Display

Lenovo Introduces ThinkVision X24 Pro Monitor

Acer Expands Monitor Line with Introduction of H7, XR342CK and R1 Series Monitors

LG Launches High-Definition Displays

EIZO GmbH Upgrades its LMM0804 and LMM0802 Large Monitor

LG Introduces 4K and UltraWide™ Monitors
NEC Display Introduces MultiSync MDC212C2 Monitor
NEC Upgrades MULTISYNC® EA SERIES 27 and 30 Inch Monitors with IPS Panels
NEC Launches MultiSync® E233WM Widescreen Desktop Monitor
EIZO Launches FlexScan EV2750 IPS Monitor
Planar Introduces New Selector Tools for Touch Screen and Desktop Monitors
EIZO Launches FORIS FS2735 Gaming Monitor
EIZO RadiForce RX850 8 Megapixel Monitor
BenQ Launches XR3501 Curved Gaming Monitor
Samsung Unveils SE370 Computer Monitor with Wireless Mobile Charging Capabilities
ViewSonic Launches VP2780-4K Line of Ultra HD Monitors
ViewSonic Unveils 28-inch VG2847Smh LED -Full HD Monitor
HP Adds 5K, VR and a 4K Displays to its Monitor Product Portfolio
EIZO Introduces Full-HD DuraVision FDF2306W Monitor Display
EIZO Introduces ColorEdge CS270 color management monitor
Acer launches Predator Gaming PC with 4K UHD and Curved UltraWide QHD Display Panels
Acer Introduces Curved 34-inch Ultra Wide Monitor Display
EIZO Incorporates IMAGICA’s 3D LUT Data into its ColorEdge CG248-4K and CG318-4K Monitors
Samsung Unveils Three New Curved PC Monitor Displays
BenQ Introduces XL2730Z Professional Gaming Monitor
EIZO Unveils ColorEdge CG248-4K Ultra HD Monitor
Acer Launches Acer H257HU WQHD Monitor in US Market
Samsung Introduces Sharp SE790C Monitor Display
NEC Display Solutions Secures FDA Market Clearance for MultiSync® MD322C8 LCD Displays
Caltron Launches 12.1-Inch LED Wide Screen Monitor
Asus Introduces model B287Q UHD- PC Monitor
Samsung Starts Marketing UHD Monitor in UK and US Markets
NEC Display Solutions Launches Desktop Wide Screen Monitor
Sony Expands Multi-Format Full-HD Monitor Portfolio
LG Introduces LG 34UM67 Ultra Wide Gaming Monitor Display
Samsung Unveils Curved ATIV One 7 All-In-One PC
EIZO Introduces ColorEdge CG318-4K UHD Monitor
EIZO Launches FlexScan EV2730Q Monitor Display
EIZO Launches ColorEdge CS240 Monitor Display
EIZO Unveils FlexScan EV3237 4K-IPS Monitor Display
EIZO Unveils FORIS FS2434 Gaming Monitor
EIZO Launches FlexScan S1933 IPS Panel Monitor in Square Form Factor
EIZO Expands ColorEdge Line of Graphics Monitors With ColorEdge CX241 and ColorEdge CG247 Displays
NEC Display Solutions Introduces MultiSync® E171M Monitor Display
NEC Display Solutions Unveils Full-HD MultiSync® E232WMT Monitors with AH-IPS Panel Displays
NEC Display Solutions Launches MultiSync® EA304WMi Monitor
NEC Introduces Widescreen Display for Clinical and Diagnostic Applications
NEC Display Solutions Unveils MD302C6 Wide-Screen LCD Monitor Display
NEC Introduces MD210C3 and MD322C8 Monitors

7. FOCUS ON SELECT GLOBAL PLAYERS
Acer, Inc. (Taiwan)
AOC International (Taiwan)
Apple Inc. (US)
ASUSTeK Computer Inc. (Taiwan)
Chuntex Electronics Co. Ltd. (Taiwan)
Dell, Inc. (US)
Gechic Corporation (Taiwan)
Eizo Nanao Corporation (Japan)
Hannspree Europe Holdings B.V. (Netherlands)
Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. (US)
iiyama Corporation (The Netherlands)
Lenovo (China)
LG Electronics, Inc. (South Korea)
LG Display Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Lite-On Technology Corporation (Taiwan)
NEC Display Solutions (Japan)
Philips Electronics N.V (Netherlands)
Planar Systems, Inc. (US)
Qisda Corporation (Taiwan)
BenQ Corporation (Taiwan)
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. (South Korea)
Sony Corporation (Japan)
Tatung Company (Taiwan)
TPV Technology Limited (Hong Kong)
ViewSonic Corporation, Inc. (US)

8. GLOBAL MARKET PERSPECTIVE

Volume Analytics
Table 13: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 14: World Historic Review for Monitors (Computer) by Geographic Region/Country
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 15: World 14-Year Perspective for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
Percentage Breakdown of Unit Shipments for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Value Analytics
Table 16: World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets
Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Million for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 17: World 7-Year Perspective for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
Percentage Breakdown of Dollar Sales for US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific (excluding Japan), Latin America and Rest of World Markets for Years 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

III. MARKET

1. THE UNITED STATES
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
High Penetration of Smartphones & Tablets Hampers PC Monitor Sales
Environmental Issues with Disposal
Product Launches
Strategic Corporate Development
Select Key Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 18: US Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 19: US Historic Review for Monitors (Computer) Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

2. CANADA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 20: Canadian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 21: Canadian Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

3. JAPAN
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Leading Market for Innovative and Technologically Advanced PC Monitors
Japan: Leading Producer of LEDs Worldwide

Product Launches
Select Key Players
B. Market Analytics

Table 22: Japanese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 23: Japanese Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4. EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics

Table 24: European Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 25: European Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 26: European 14-Year Perspective for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region/Country
Percentage Breakdown of Unit Shipments for France, Germany, Italy, UK, Spain, Russia and Rest of Europe Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4a. FRANCE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics

Table 27: French Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 28: French Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4b. GERMANY
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Product Launch
B. Market Analytics

Table 29: German Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 30: German Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4c. ITALY
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics

Table 31: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 32: Italian Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics

Table 33: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 34: UK Historic Review for Monitors (Computer) Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Monitor Market Gains in Terms of Value Sales
B. Market Analytics
Table 35: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 36: Spanish Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 37: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 38: Russian Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Select Key Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 39: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 40: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Rapid Smartphone Penetration Hinders Market Growth
Despite Declining PC Shipments, Demand for LCD Monitors Continue to Grow
Sales of TFT LCDs Gain Momentum
B. Market Analytics
Table 41: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 42: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 43: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Computer Monitors by Geographic Region Percentage Breakdown of Unit Shipments for China, India and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Key Factors Responsible for Declining Sales of PC Monitors
Chinese LED Monitor Companies Offer Tough Competition to Taiwanese and Korean Counterparts
Technology Innovations Continue Despite Declining Market Prospects
China: A Global Leading Manufacturer of LED Displays
Lenovo
A Major China-Based Company
B. Market Analytics
Table 44: Chinese Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 45: Chinese Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5b. INDIA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
PC Monitors Market Overview
Factors Influencing Demand for PC Monitors
Larger Screen Size Dominate Demand
LCD Monitors Continue to Gain Consumer Acceptance
Touchscreen Monitors: The Next Big Thing in PC Monitors
Innovative Technologies Witness Steady Penetration
Leading Vendors in the Indian PC Monitors Market

B. Market Analytics
Table 46: Indian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 47: Indian Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
Focus on Select Regional Markets
Malaysia
South Korea
Taiwan
LCD Monitors Continue to Register Growth in Taiwan
Product Launches
Select Key Players
B. Market Analytics
Table 48: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 49: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6. LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 50: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 51: Latin American Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market by Geographic Region
Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 52: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Computer Monitors Market by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Unit Shipments for Brazil and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2009, 2016 & 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 53: Brazil Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 54: Brazil Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
Table 55: Rest of Latin America Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 56: Rest of Latin America Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7. REST OF WORLD
A. Market Analysis
   Current & Future Analysis
B. Market Analytics
   Table 57: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2015 through 2022 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 58: Rest of World Historic Review for Computer Monitors Market Analyzed with Annual Shipments in Thousand Units for Years 2009 through 2014 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE
Total Companies Profiled: 40 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 50)
   The United States (17)
   Japan (5)
   Europe (7)
   - Germany (2)
   - The United Kingdom (1)
   - Rest of Europe (4)
   Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (21)
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